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Overview of the Paper: The paper is very interesting and insightful especially on provoking new policy dimension on resolving structural unemployment caused by the changes in the structure of the global economy by technology through the substitution effect. However, the following issues need to be addressed.

1. Paper Title: The title of the paper is misleading since it seems like the technology induced unemployment most started or was triggered by Covid 19. The technological revolution started long back before Covid 19. Furthermore, it sounds like it is an empirical paper based on data collection and analysis while it follows sort of an ethnographical approach. To avoid this misleading perception to readers, I suggest inclusion of the approach employed on the paper on the title like what other papers do for example if the used a bibliometric approach or ethnographical approach the state so on the title to avoid people construing it to be an empirical paper.

2. Benchmarking and contextualisation: Benchmarking of Nigeria prevailing situation visa viz the idea status quo needs to be given to clearly and scientifically motivate the selection of Nigeria among other equally competing potential case studies across the world. It must be clear how the prevailing situation in Nigeria in relation to technology induced unemployment compare in relation to the ideal situation.

3. Study gap exposure: Also clearly show the current debate in the current body of knowledge whether it is converging or diverging. What is lacking in antecedent literature this study seeks to address in the global body of knowledge must be succinctly exposed.